The angular distribution of extreme ultraviolet emission at 13.5 nm within 2% bandwidth was characterized for laser irradiated, planar, Sn targets at prototypic conditions for a lithography system. We have found that two dimensional plasma expansion plays a key role in the distribution of in-band 13.5 nm emission under these conditions. The angular distribution was found to have two peaks at 45°and 15°. This complex angular distribution arises from the shape of both the emitting plasma and the surrounding absorbing plasma. This research reveals that the detailed angular distribution can be important to the deduction of conversion efficiency. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2938717͔
Extreme ultraviolet lithography ͑EUVL͒ is the leading candidate for the next generation of lithography systems, which will push node sizes to 32 nm or below.
1 Development of an efficient, powerful, long-lifetime, and affordable extreme ultraviolet ͑EUV͒ source is one of the main challenges in the development of an EUVL system. Laser-produced Sn plasma is one of the most promising EUVL sources. Accurate measurement of the conversion efficiency ͑CE͒ from laser energy to in-band EUV energy is a critical issue in the optimization of an EUV source. In a typical experiment, the in-band EUV emission is measured at a fixed angle with respect to the target normal and an assumption is made about how the emission will vary with angle.
2-5 Based on the single measurement, the emission is calculated over a 2 solid angle to estimate the total EUV energy that can be collected. To apply this method effectively, an accurate description of the angular distribution is important.
The density profile plays a key role in the generation and transport of 13.5 nm EUV emission in laser-produced Sn plasmas due to its high opacity. Moreover, the plasma density strongly depends on the particular experimental conditions, such as laser intensity, pulse duration, focal spot size, and target geometry. Detailed angular distribution measurements may be necessary for each particular experimental condition.
A detailed description of the present experimental arrangement can be found elsewhere. 6 A high-purity Sn slab was positioned at the center of a vacuum chamber and heated with a 1.064 m laser. The 1 / e 2 laser spot size was 150 m and the pulse energy and duration were 250 mJ and 8 ns, respectively, in order to be relevant to a commercial device. 7 A fresh target surface was used for each shot. A probe beam passes through the plasma parallel to the target surface, 90°w ith respect to the target normal and heating laser. Phase shift induced by the plasma density profile is recorded by a Nomarski interferometer. 6 In-band 13.5 nm EUV light was measured with an absolutely calibrated EUV energy monitor ͑E-Mon͒ positioned 45°from the target normal and a transmission grating spectrometer ͑TGS͒ positioned 90°from the E-Mon. Angular measurements were made by mounting the target on aluminum wedges with angles of 15°, 30°, or 45°, making the angles to the E-Mon 30°, 15°, or 0°, respectively. Flipping the wedges gives 60°, 75°, and 90°. No wedge is used for the 45°measurements. The TGS data are collected simultaneously for the complementary angles. The pump beam is normal to the target surface except for the two extreme angles, where the beam propagates at 5°to the target normal. This small angle does not significantly change the intensity on target. In each case, except the 45°measure-ments, two broadband mirrors are used to align the pump beam with the target normal. Laser energy losses due to the mirrors are not significant enough to affect the CE. The position of the target surface in the chamber and the distance to the focusing lens are fixed for all angles. Five data points were acquired at each angle. To rule out alignment errors, the alignment and measurement process was repeated to get a second fully independent set of data at each angle. ing to the E-Mon measurements. It should be noted that the spectrometer is not a calibrated instrument, and is much more sensitive to alignment than the E-Mon. The disagreement at larger angles is likely due to a small misalignment at these angles or slight asymmetry in the plasma. The spectrometer data are only mentioned here as a confirmation of the dip found in the E-Mon data. The most notable features of the data are the dips at 0°and 30°. These dips were not measured in previous studies possibly because of the limited number of measurement angles in those studies, but more likely because of two dimensional ͑2D͒ plasma expansion. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The earlier works used a relatively large laser spot size, around 500 m compared to 150 m used here, or the laser was not at normal incidence on the target, which would change the angular distribution. The smaller spot size leads to similar scales for the lateral and longitudinal plasma expansions. This allows the side of the plasma to make a significant contribution to the overall emission. A small focal spot size is needed in a practical EUVL source system to match the limited size of the mass-limited droplet target. Figure 2 shows the plasma density calculated from the interferogram observed at the peak of the 8 ns Gaussian laser pulse with the Nomarski interferometer, the mathematic methods used to deduce the plasma density profile from an interferogram have been described in previous works. 13, 14 The in-band EUV is mainly produced where the plasma density is around 10 19 cm −3 . 15 This region absorbs the in-band light, so photons produced in the inner most regions do not reach the detector. The surrounding plasma acts to absorb the in-band light.
The EUV spectra for various angles can be seen in Fig.  3 . It is worth noting that more emission is seen at wavelengths longer than 13.5 nm as the angle moves toward 0°, which reveals a broad distribution of Sn ionization states along the laser axis. In addition, there is a dip located in the in-band region of the spectra at these smaller angles caused by reabsorption from the EUV plasma itself.
14 For large angles, the spectra are narrower and the out-of-band emission can be explained by blackbody radiation, indicating a more uniform ionization along the sides.
In order to clarify the effect of 2D plasma expansion on the angular distribution of the in-band EUV emission, a simple model based on 2D plasma expansion is employed to qualitatively explain our data. The emission from a surface can be described by f͑͒ = ␣ + ␤cos ␥ , and the absorption by exp͓−t / cos͔͑͒, where is the absorption coefficient, t is the thickness of the absorption region, and is the angle between the detector and the target normal. 9 The value of ␥ has been empirically determined to be 0.5 for a 1.064 m laser. 9 In Fig. 2͑b͒ , a simplified sketch of the plasma used for the calculation is shown. The plasma is modeled as a rectangular emitting region surrounded by three rectangular absorbing regions. The detectable emission from each surface is calculated independently using the above method. The total signal is just the sum of the front surface and one side surface. Only one side surface is counted since the highdensity plasma would absorb the emission from the back side. The calculated angular distribution can be seen in Fig.  1 . Contributions from each surface are also shown. This calculation assumes that the emitting and absorbing regions emit and absorb uniformly. It can be seen that the dip near 25°is caused by the in-band emission from the side of the plasma being absorbed in the more optically thick corner region.
We have shown that the EUV angular distribution is affected by 2D plasma expansion for small laser spot sizes. In cases where the spot size is larger than a few hundred microns, the expansion is almost one dimensional so the sides of the plasma do not make a significant contribution to the emission. When the spot size is smaller than a few hundred microns, the emitting region has similar scales along the lateral and longitudinal directions making the overall emission the sum of the emission from the front and one side of the plasma. The detected light is just the overall emission with the proper attenuation due to the plasma between the emitting region and the detector, and the absorption is less in the longitudinal direction. In a practical EUVL source system, a small size mass-limited target, like a droplet with diameter from several 10 to a couple of 100 m, is necessary to mitigate debris and save the fuel. In order to get high CE, small focal spot size is required to match the target size. So the   FIG. 2 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Log 10 of the plasma density at the peak of the laser pulse. The arrow indicates the pump laser direction. ͑b͒ Modeled plasma shape with the emitting plasma ͑orange͒ and the surrounding plasma ͑blue͒.
FIG. 3.
Typical soft x-ray spectra measured at each angle with the 2% in-band spectral range shaded. 
